
                       KEY
!!
Track ratings are based on running 
or fast tramping, so ruggedness is 
very much taken into account (but 
steepness is not so much). Ratings
from best to worst are:from best to worst are:

     BLUE
     TURQUOISE
     BLACK
     MAGENTA
     RED
Yellow denotes an abandoned track.

Susceptability of the rating to rain Susceptability of the rating to rain 
is indicated with mottled brush. In 
most cases, a track has one rating,
reflecting whatever dominates its 
character. But different segments
that are distinct may be indicated. 
A track that is predominantly one 
rating with intermittent segments of rating with intermittent segments of 
another (especially due to random 
muddy segments) may be indicated
by dotting the primary brush with
the secondary one.

Symbols:

      k = kauri
      !  = views      !  = views
      ? = unclear route, unless it’s at
            a trailhead where it means
            no sign or at a fork where
            there is no sign in the route
            (possibly amplified by arrows)
  bog = (potential) muddy bits

Disclaimer:

The ratings and notations should not be taken too literally. Correspondence 
to real trail conditions can be affected by personal taste and its variability, 
changing weather, track changes, and even direction of travel. Ratings were 
based less on specific principles than on a loose overall balance of various 
characteristics (e. g., roots, rocks, and camber as they relate to ruggedness 
and grip, potential of ground for mud and greasiness, and slope and width and grip, potential of ground for mud and greasiness, and slope and width 
to some extent).  In other words, these annotations are all judgement calls 
balancing changing parameters. Please keep in mind that these ratings were 
made in the dry of summer, with only guesses as to their conditions in wetter 
seasons. These annotations were in fact intended only for personal use, but
perhaps other trampers and trail runners might benefit from them somewhat.


